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P47 and Yak54 are Subminiature fighter planes, easy to control, unique
in the market. They have micro propeller / motor unit with automatic
crash stop function. The airplanes have been assembled completely in
the factory and ready to fly. The perfect place for flying is a gym
because they are small in size. Meanwhile, owning a strong power and
advanced remote control technology, the airplanes also can fly outside
in the wind as strong as second or third-grade. Like the other products
of Nineeagles, the two planes are with 4 CH, 2.4GHZ control technology
and modes transferable technology. With Proportional throttle, aileron,
rudder and elevator, together with very realistic appearance,the
airplanes can give you the pleasure which only exists in the flight of
fighter planes. One point needs to be emphasized---having Strong
power,and larger aileron area ,Yak54 can easily realize 3D special
function performance.
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NE R/C 777B

400mm
360mm
36-38g

Ø8 Motor

3.7V,150mAh Li-Po

NE R/C 778B

400mm
355mm
36-38g

Ø8 Motor

3.7V,150mAh Li-Po



P47/Yak54

Propeller Set

AA Battery 4



1.Installation of the landingskids.

P47

Yak54



2 Installation of the propeller. .

1.Before connecting battery power, please confirm the transmitter is
already open and the throttle rocker is at the initial position.

2.Check if all rudder and elevator are in neutral position or not.If not,
please use tools (through long nose pliers) to adjust the u-shaped ring of
push-pull wire, to change the length of the wire so that all rudder and
elevator are in neutral position.



3.The center of gravity of P47 is at the point 23-26mm from the front edge of
the wing. The center of gravity of Yak54 is at the point 31-35mm from the
front edge of the wing.

4.The series of airplanes are very sensitive to the rudder function. Besides
the advanced mode and primary mode of the transmitter,the players also
can increase or decrease the swing through moving the slot outside or
inside according to your personal hobby.
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Notice: The advanced mode of this transmitter is suitable for the
experienced pilot and you can make stunt performance by this mode.
If you are not an experienced polit, please choose the primary mode
for practice.
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